
A high-energy farce about South Africa’s infamous
criminal masterminds – as funny as it is true.

A fast-paced farcical play tracing the incredible true story of Andre Stander, a

South African police officer turned rogue. Bank robberies, prison breakouts,

saucy shower scenes, the formation of a highly successful criminal organisation-

there’s a bit of everything in this twist-filled retelling of South Africa’s most

notorious criminals.

The world of the Stander Gang is brought into wig-filled  frivolity. Three young

friends, Archie, James and Will bring an infectious chemistry to the stage that can

only be honed through years of friendship.

This adrenaline-pumping plot is matched by their rapid character changes. A bare

bones production, this is a show that allows their high energy performances to

throw the audience into the criminal escapades of South Africa.

Will Kirkham’s debut play, he has recently found his groove, writing with love

and enthusiasm for both stage and film. Hailing from a background in acting,

Kirkham has performed with the Yvonne Arnaud Youth Theatre, Guildford for

seven years.

Under Kirkham’s direction, three actors and friends Archie Shields, James

Pearson-Miles  and Will Kirkham make their Edinburgh Fringe debut, with

Tom Spurin as technical support. Kirkham’s original cast, which included Archie

and James, were privileged enough to be signed off the back of their first

showing with London agency Waring and McKenna. Me, My Friends and I

theatre is formed by four friends who met at school, and have remained friends

ever since.

A wild story as exhilarating as it is true, a whirlwind of fun-filled farce.
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author for press release – delete contents if repeats company name/show title

show title for press release

company name for press release

body text word count
press release advertised start time 13:20

press release contact details
press release advertised running time 1hr00

Kirkham

01483 200884

07464 723152

will.kirkham007@gmail.com
kirkham.family@yahoo.co.uk

Will

Me, My Friends and I

mob

Will Kirkham at Me, My Friends and I on 07464 723152 /
will.kirkham007@gmail.com

ten word blurb
True story of bank heists, prison breaks and gang notoriety.

twenty word blurb
A fast-paced, farcical retelling of one of South Africa’s most infamous
criminals. Andre Stander, the policeman turned gunman.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
A fast-paced, farcical retelling of one of South Africa’s most infamous
criminals, Andre Stander, the policeman turned gunman. An incredible true
story of bank heists, prison breaks and gang notoriety.
www.MeMyFriendsAndI.site123.me
fringe web blurb
A fast-paced, farcical retelling of one of South Africa’s most infamous
criminals, Andre Stander, the policeman turned gunman. In this incredible
true story of bank heists, prison breaks and gang notoriety, three young
actors burst with vitality and hold the audience hostage to the thriller of a
lifetime. Fiercely funny yet honestly horrifying, this performance is one not to
be missed!

author
author display

show website
company website

13:20
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C aquila, Roman Eagle Lodge, 2 Johnston Terrace, venue 21
Dates               1-10 Aug
Time 13:20 (1hr00)
Ticket prices £7.50-£9.50 / concessions £5.50-£7.50 / under 18s £3.50-£5.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2019/the-stander-gang
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Will Kirkham at Me,
My Friends and I on 07464 723152 / will.kirkham007@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com

25.07 final edits MM
if she asks again to change this she can shove it up her arse

24.07 im

Tank you very much for making these changes so quickly so that Will can contact
the press this evening after his rehearsal.
Just one thing I wanted to ask... in the penultimate paragraph, we had
deliberately chosen this wording Kirkham’s original cast, which included Archie
and James, were privileged enough to be signed off the back of their first
showing with London agency Waring and McKenna.
Will was not in the original cast and if we are not careful with the wording it
sounds as though Waring and McKenna chose not to sign him which is not the
case.

22.07 IM

So I have put in bold the bits that need to be changed.
 Hyphens are missing.  The line marked with * – comma after wig filled shouldn’t
be there.  The line marked with ** – needs “on” taking out.  Will Kirkham is
always Will and not William. BUT most importantly Henry Bishop is NO longer
coming to Edinburgh and so must NOT be included in the press release.  Only
Archie and James are signed by Waring and McKenna.  But Me My Friends and I is
still 4 friends (Will, Archie, James and Tom) – Tom Spurin does all the
filming/camera work for their films.

Really hope as these are again minor changes (although very important to be
right) that you can help Will out and return the signed off press release today.

Thank you very much.

Sheila Kirkham

18/7 IM
A high-energy farce about South Africa’s infamous
criminal masterminds – as funny as it is true.

A fast-paced farcical play tracing the incredible true story of Andre Stander, a

	Edit	Request
A high-energy farce about South Africa’s infamous criminal masterminds – as funny as it is

true.

A fast-paced farcical play tracing the incredible true story of Andre Stander, a South African
police officer turned rogue. Bank robberies, prison breakouts, saucy shower scenes, the
formation of a highly successful criminal organisation- there’s a bit of everything in this
twist-filled retelling of South Africa’s most notorious criminals.

The world of the Stander Gang is brought into wig-filled frivolity. Three young friends, Archie,
James and Will, bring an infectious chemistry to the stage that can only be honed through

years of friendship.    *

This adrenaline-pumping plot is matched by their rapid character changes. A bare bones
production, this is a show that allows their high energy performances to throw the audience

into the criminal escapades of South Africa.   *

Will Kirkham’s debut play, he has recently found his groove, writing with love and
enthusiasm for both stage and film. Hailing from a background in acting, Kirkham has
performed with the Yvonne Arnaud Youth Theatre, Guildford for 7 years.

Under Kirkham’s direction, three actors and friends Archie Shields, James Pearson-Miles
and Will Kirkham, debut the Fringe. Kirkham’s original cast, which included Archie and
James, were privileged enough to be signed off the back of their first showing with London
agency Waring and McKenna. Me, My Friends and I theatre is formed by 4 friends who met

at school and have remained friends ever since – Tom Spurin is supporting the cast.    *

A wild story as exhilarating as it is true, a whirlwind of fun-filled farce.

Me, My Friends and I present
The Stander Gang
BY WILL KIRKHAM

The unbelievable true story of one of South Africa’s most notorious criminals
told with a fresh twist
This is Will Kirkham’s debut play, a fast-paced farcical play tracing the
incredible true story of Andre Stander, a South African police officer turned
rogue, who decides to rebel against the law and rob banks! From bank
robberies and ridiculous prison breakouts, to a rather memorable shower
word count

company originaldevelopment
Me, My Friends and I present
The Stander Gang
BY WILL KIRKHAM

The unbelievable true story of one of South Africa’s most notorious criminals
told with a fresh twist
This is Will Kirkham’s debut play, a fast-paced farcical play tracing the
incredible true story of Andre Stander, a South African police officer turned
rogue, who decides to rebel against the law and rob banks! From bank
robberies and ridiculous prison breakouts, to a rather memorable shower
scene (do we have a ‘Full Monty’ striptease or not?!) and the formation of a
highly successful criminal organisation – you don’t want to miss The Stander
Gang.
With a minimalistic set and plenty of multi-roling along the way, three young
male actors tell the tale. Everything you see onstage is based on a true story,
which is almost unbelievable considering the events that are entertainingly
recounted. And Will Kirkham’s use of farce makes the tale even more
enjoyable.
Me, My Friends and I is a new and small theatre company formed by 4 friends
who met at school. Under the direction of Will Kirkham, Me, My Friends and I
aims to form a connection with their audiences through high energy
performances. Will Kirkham is a new writer, recently finding his love and
groove for writing for both stage and film; he has plenty of acting experience,
having performed with the Yvonne Arnaud Youth Theatre, Guildford for 7
years.
Appearing in the Edinburgh Fringe alongside Will Kirkham are Archie Shields,
James Pearson-Miles and Henry Bishop, the three original actors of The
Stander Gang, who were privileged enough to be signed with well-known
London agency Waring and McKenna off the back of the first showing.

Venue: C Aquila Studio Tickets: £5 (£4 concessions)
Date: 1st to 10th August 2019 Box Office: 0131 510 2384
Time: TBC (40 mins) Website:
www.memyfriendsandi.site123.me

from copyform

Incredible true crime
short blurb

press release venue  aquila


